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New Glasgow’s website will Flourish.

This Content Strategy Report provides New Glasgow with the seeds for its 
new website to bloom and Flourish. If planted and nurtured, this strategy will 
help the town achieve its strategic goals.
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Executive Summary
New Glasgow wants to redesign its website, newglasgow.ca. The town requests that the 
new site provide an accessible, functional, and consistent user experience. New Glasgow 
wants the website to incorporate its Flourish branding. The site serves three primary pur-
poses: (1) inform citizens, the business community, and visitors; (2) marketing; (3) com-
munity engagement.

The town has three goals for its website:

 ® Provide residents with the information and services they need 

 ® Promote tourism and commercial development

 ® Increase community engagement

The site has three primary audiences: tourists, businesses and entrepreneurs, and resi-
dents.  

This content strategy report outlines how the website can fulfill the town’s goals. It serves 
as a user manual for making decisions on content. The report recommends a method for 
framing, structuring and displaying content, and provides metrics for tracking success.

Current website

The current website resembles a bulletin board. Its navigation is awkward and dense. The 
site is not mobile-friendly (looks good on mobile devices) and has an out of date copy-
right. These shortcomings are a credibility concern. Similar towns have websites that are 
mobile-friendly and are easier to navigate. The site’s search engine optimization (SEO) is 
generic and fails to differentiate the town. The town has an adequate social media pres-
ence.

Current content

The site’s current content is too reliant on PDFs. It includes several pages that have min-
imal text, which should be condensed. Much of the website’s copy is difficult for people 
without a college education to read. Several pages contain content that’s about two years 
out of date.
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Strategy

The following metrics will help determine if the new site is meeting the town’s goals. 

Goal Metric

Provide residents with the information 
and services they need

Post-visit satisfaction survey

Promote tourism
Number of page visits for the Visit catego-
ry pages

Promote commercial and business devel-
opment

Number of requests for information 
emails received

Increase community engagement Number of newsletter sign-ups

Core strategy statements

The following statements will ensure that the site’s content is on message and aligned 
with the town’s goals.

 ® To provide residents with the information and services they need, we will provide 
clear and concise information that is actionable and requires minimal user effort.

 ® To increase community engagement, we will provide visitors with details about 
upcoming events in a manner that catches their attention without distracting them 
from completing the task that brought them to our website.

 ® To promote commercial and business development, we will highlight New 
Glasgow’s reputation as an entrepreneurial hub and clearly define the services and 
benefits of conducting business in the town.

 ® To promote tourism, we will provide information about our community’s rich heri-
tage and local attractions and explain how easy and affordable it is to visit. 
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Site structure

The plan calls for the website navigation to comprise the following categories:

 ® The Government category (or bucket) will house government department pages, 
mayor, council, by laws, and policies. 

 ® The Residents category will contain important information for residents (e.g., 
taxes, property assessment, or schools).

 ® The Business category will contain all business resources and related content (e.g., 
business services and support). 

 ® The Visit category will contain all the information that will interest tourists (e.g., 
local attractions or restaurants)

 ® The Flourish category will contain marketing content promoting the benefits of 
living and working in New Glasgow.

 ® The I want to… category will provide quick access to the most visited/popular 
pages.

Addressing goals

The Residents and the I want to… categories will provide residents with easy access to the 
information they are seeking.

The Business category will inform businesses and entrepreneurs on the resources and 
support available. And the Flourish category will promote the benefits of living and con-
ducting business in New Glasgow.

The homepage presents an opportunity to promote community development. It will fea-
ture a community calendar, a New Glasgow sign-up link, and the town’s social media. The 
homepage will prominently feature an image carousel with the site’s most popular pages, 
which should make it more efficient for users to find what they’re seeking.
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Introduction
The town of New Glasgow desires to redesign and modernize its website, www.new-
glasgow.ca. The site serves three primary goals:

1. Inform the citizens, business community and visitors

2. Marketing

3. Community engagement

The site needs an accessible, functional, and consistent user experience. It must adhere 
to the town’s Flourish branding. The site is the primary channel for promoting the town’s 
vision, amenities, services, programs, events, and attractions. The town seeks a commu-
nity calendar submission form and a searchable document library (e.g., town policies and 
bylaws).

This content strategy report outlines how Newglasgow.ca can fulfill the town’s goals. It 
recommends a method for framing, structuring and displaying content, and provides 
metrics for tracking success. This report is the jumping-off point for the website redesign. 
The next steps are an implementation plan and a thorough content audit.

New Glasgow’s town committee is the intended audience of the report.

Goals

Based on the request for proposal (RFP), this report outlines the following goals for New-
glasgow.ca.

1 Provide residents with the information and services they need

2

3

Promote tourism and commercial development

Increase community engagement

http://www.newglasgow.ca
http://www.newglasgow.ca
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Audience
The website serves three primary audiences: tourists, businesses, and residents.

Tourism

The site is the primary channel for attracting tourists. Visitors are most likely interested 
in logistics and attractions and events.

Business

New Glasgow has a goal to attract businesses and entrepreneurs. They are interested in 
the resources and the support available to the business community. Also, they are likely 
concerned about regulations and what it’s like to live in the town.

Residents

The website needs to provide residents with the information they need (e.g., tax rates and 
weather alerts). The town wants to increase community involvement. The site needs to 
encourage residents to get involved. It’s the vehicle for promoting community events and 
programs.

People looking to move

New Glasgow wants to use its website to promote the benefits of living in the town. This 
audience is interested in things like schools, amenities, attractions, real estate, and taxes.
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Content Audit 
The first step of a comprehensive content strategy is assessing the current website con-
tent. The content audit and competitive analysis serve as the foundation to understand 
the content strategy and judge its merit. 

The content audit analyzes a representative sample of the pages on Newglasgow.ca. It fo-
cusses on two meta tags: page titles and meta descriptions. The research used Screaming 
Frog SEO Spider, a website crawler. 

Meta tags

Meta tags are snippets of markup that describe the content on a page. When describing 
a website, meta is short for metadata. This report focusses on the following two types of 
meta tags:

 ® Page titles (title tags) are visible to website visitors; a page title is located in the tab 
on a browser. Search engines show the page title in the search results. 

 ® Meta description attributes are short snippets (or chunks) of text that describe a 
webpage. It also can appear in search results under the page title and when a page is 
shared on social media. Occasionally, search engines will override the meta descrip-
tion and supply their own. 

Page Titles

Newglasgow.ca comprises 440 HTML pages. All of the site pages have page titles; how-
ever, about a quarter are duplicates (or repeated). Many of the page titles are generic (e.g., 
Lifestyle and Business).

 ® Longest Page title is 248 characters: 

2016/07/26 Media Release- Pictou County Integrated Street Crime Enforcement Unit 
and New Glasgow Regional Police have arrested two adult males and one youth male for 
several offences under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, New Glasgow, N. S.

 ® Shortest: 4 characters: Golf
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Good Page Titles

New Glasgow’s Amenities

Length: 23 characters (229 pixels)

This page title is good because it tells readers where (New Glasgow) and what (amenities). 
It’s short and descriptive.

New Glasgow Now Newsletters

Length: 27 characters (277 pixels)

This page title is also good because it is informative and short. The title includes the town 
name and tells web searchers that newsletters are found on this page. This title is a term 
that New Glasgow wants to rank for rather than a generic term like newsletter.

Bad Page Titles

Police Media Releases

This page title doesn’t align with best practices for a couple of reasons. First, it is a dupli-
cate. Police Media Releases occurs more than 50 times on the site. Also, it could be more de-
scriptive. For example, it doesn’t distinguish which police department (e.g., New Glasgow 
Regional Police). According to Google Search Console Help, “It’s important to have dis-
tinct, descriptive titles for each page on your site.”

2018/01/17 6:00AM News Release- To celebrate Crime Stoppers Month, Pictou County 
Crime Stoppers is hosting an event at North Nova Education Centre, New Glasgow, N.S.

Length: 165 characters (1568 pixels)

The site uses a convention for its press releases, where it places a timestamp followed by 
a description. While these titles are descriptive, they are inevitably truncated by search 
engines. The longest recommended length for page titles is 70 characters or 600 pixels. 
All the press release page titles surpass this length.
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Meta Descriptions

According to its Search Console Help, “Google sometimes uses <meta> tag content to 
generate snippets, if we think they give users a more accurate description than can be 
taken directly from the page content.”

All 434 HTML pages crawled for this report include the same meta description:

New Glasgow is a beautiful riverside town of 9,455 residents, located in northern Nova Sco-
tia, which serves as the commercial-service centre for the region of Pictou County.

Length: 173 characters (1093 pixels)

This description is not bad, but it’s too long. Google truncates meta descriptions at around 
150 characters. The problem with duplicate page titles that use a generic brand message is 
they don’t tell web searchers anything about a specific page’s content.

Site Architecture

Newglasgow.ca looks like a community bulletin board. The site top navigation consists 
of “home” and six dropdown menus: Town Hall, Departments, Lifestyle, Business, Plan 
Your Visit, and Contact Information.

(Above the scroll) (Below the scroll)
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Many of the dropdown menus include submenus or categories.

The website has a banner/hero image slider under the top navigation. The site has a pub-
lic announcement ticker.

Website Flaws

Newglasgow.ca is not mobile friendly. It is not optimized for mobile devices (e.g., smart-
phones and tablets). The site has an out of date copyright and is not secure. Sites are 
considered insecure if they use HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) rather than HTTPS 
(HyperText Transfer Protocl Secure). HTTPS enables encrypted communication and se-
cure connections between a user’s computer and a website. Users may need to put confi-
dential information into forms, so an insecure site will negatively impact user confidence 
or discourage them from using web-based forms.
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(Not having a mobile friendly website may 
inconvenience visitors.)

(The outdated copyright lowers the website’s 
credibility.)

(Visitors are less confident in or discouraged 
by insecure websites.)

Content Types

Based on manual observation, the site has few images and numerous PDFs. However, 
Screaming Frog SEO Spider was unable to find any. This happened because the site 
blocked the crawler from reading over a thousand files. 

 ® The website includes images and image sliders (or carousels), but they are not 
prominently featured. 

 ® The site includes numerous PDFs (e.g., By-laws under Planning & Development 
Services). 

 ® The site contains few, if any, videos. 
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Social Media

The town’s social media presence is consistent with its flourish branding.

 ® New Glasgow has multiple Facebook pages:

 • Town of New Glasgow (9,332 followers) more than the town’s population

 • New Glasgow Recreation (has not been updated since 2018) (1,175 people follow 
this)

 • Glasgow Square Theatre (2,732  followers)

 • New Glasgow Farmers Market (6,676 followers)

 • New Glasgow Pre-Canada Day (orphan link)

 ® New Glasgow has an active Twitter account with 1154 followers.

Competition Analysis
The competition analysis compares New Glasgow’s website with the websites of two other 
Nova Scotia towns, Turro and Amherst. The three towns are similar in population size: 
New Glasgow (9,075), Turro (12,261), and Amherst (9,413). The three sites have similar 
goals and cater to similar audiences. All the sites service residents and businesses and 
promote tourism and community activities.

Amherst’s and Truro’s websites are mobile-friendly and include residents and quick links 
navigation categories. Both sites feature video and live-stream council meetings. New 
Glasgow has a user-friendly email contact form that neither of the competitors has. All 
three have community calendars, but Truro is the only one that has a calendar submis-
sion form.
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New Glasgow Amherst Truro

Features

Responsive Design No Yes Yes

Search Yes Yes Yes

Quick Links No Yes (How Do I…) Yes (I’d Like To…)

Community Calen-
dar

No Yes (buried under 
Services and Recre-
ation department)

Yes

Calendar submission 
Form

No No Yes

Contact form Yes No No

Live Stream Meeting No Yes Yes

Videos of Meetings No Yes Yes

Site Map No No Yes

Unique feature/sell-
ing point

Flourish branding Clean web design Interactive Truro 
(interactive maps 
and apps)

Content

Images Yes Yes Yes

Video No Yes Yes

PDF Yes Yes Yes

Social Media  z Facebook

 z Twitter

 z Facebook

 z Twitter

 z Instagram

 z Facebook

 z Twitter

 z YouTube

 z Instagram

http://www.newglasgow.ca
https://www.amherst.ca
https://www.truro.ca
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Opportunities

Newglasgow.ca can be improved by adopting a responsive design (mobile-friendly layout) 
and including residents and quick links navigation categories. As the town outlines in 
its RFP, video and live stream capabilities will allow the town to meet the offerings of its 
neighbors.

Branding

Neither competitor has branding as strong as New Glasgow’s Flourish. The script word 
flourish tag line coupled with the flower pictorial mark (including the lion in the head) 
create a strong brand mark. The town also has an effective brand message, “New Glasgow 
is a great place to flourish in life, work, and play.” The website redesign is an opportunity 
to incorporate and focus on the flourish branding. The brand should be a tool to attract 
new residents, entrepreneurs, and businesses. This plan recommends including flourish 
as a top-level navigation category. 

Embrace Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

SEO is an opportunity for New Glasgow to distinguish itself from its neighbors. Both 
Amherst’s and Truro’s sites use generic page titles (e.g., Arts, Culture & Heritage | Com-
munity), which either don’t specify the town or only specify it (e.g., Town of Truro). Both 
competitors, like New Glasgow, use many duplicate page titles. Truro uses Town of Truro 
over 50 times. Also, like New Glasgow, both competitors use a single meta description for 
all their pages that is about twice the recommended length of 150 characters. 

To assist web searchers, developers should give each page a unique page title and meta 
description. Accomplishing this will help the town meet its strategic goal to promote tour-
ism and commercial development. For example, ranking high for phrases like Riverside 
tourism in New Glasgow, Nova Scotia (page title) would help promote tourism.

 ® The recommended page title length is between 55 and 75 characters.

 ® The recommended meta description length is about 150 characters at most, 120 
characters will ensure that description is less likely to be truncated on mobile devic-
es.
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Current Content
After completing the content audit, the author concludes that newglasgow.ca contains 
most of the information needed to achieve its goals. However, most of the copy needs to be 
rewritten, edited, reorganized for a general audience. 

For this report, the content audit was a survey. An exhaustive content inventory can 
confirm this conclusion later in the redesign process. The current website presents two 
obstacles for visitors: the navigation and the copy.

Navigation

Several links in the navigation direct to PDFs rather than pages. Users expect to be di-
rected first to a page then to a PDF. Breaking from web conventions can jar or confuse 
users. The PDFs do include the information users need. To improve user experience, New 
Glasgow should present the information on pages with links to PDFs.

(Clicking on Tax Rate Breakdown opens or downloads a PDF with the necessary information. 
This can jar users because they aren’t expecting a PDF; the link doesn’t state that it leads to a PDF.)
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Pages with Minimal Text

Several of the site’s pages are light on copy, under 300 words. If the pages communicate 
what they need to, there’s nothing wrong with light copy. However, they can appear awk-
ward, especially if they don’t have media either.

This strategy recommends combining some of the related light copy pages into single 
pages and using in-page or anchor links. The links are placed on the top of the page (like 
a table of contents). When clicked, they jump to the selected content. Using in-page links 
will trim the number of pages needed in the new website. In-page links save space and 
provide direct access to the content visitors are seeking. They also save visitor’s time by 
eliminating the need to scroll long pages.

(Combining pages on the site without much copy will trim the number of 
pages the new site needs.)

For example, the business services pages are light on copy and could be combined with-
out difficulty. Business Services, Business Park, Major Employers, and National Ranking 
of Entrepreneurial Cities can be combined to a single page with in-page links. Doing this 
would cut three pages from the website.
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Dated Content

Newglasgow.ca includes out of date content. Dated content hurts how visitors perceive a 
website. It causes them to question whether a site is dormant. For example, the Festivals 
& Events page contains no upcoming events. It only includes events that happened two 
years ago (in 2018).

(The content on the events page is outdated and uses a different font 
than the rest of the website. )
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Copy for an Educated Audience 

Most of the website copy is intended for an educated audience. The prose is fine but eru-
dite. It includes complex and long sentences; it also tends to use the passive voice.

The following example comes from BizPal page:

The Town of New Glasgow is proud to provide our business clients with leading 
edge online services. In conjunction with the NS provincial government and the 
Government of Canada, New Glasgow has been a leader in the development of an 
online business permits and licences service [This is BizPal, but it’s not mentioned 
by name] that allows businesses to quickly and easily determine their permit and 
licence requirements across all levels of government over the Internet - 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week.

This copy is confusing. It doesn’t explicitly mention BizPal, and it includes a broken link 
(leads to an error page). The copy on this page will benefit if it clearly indicates what 
BizPal does. The quote below is from the BizPal website.

“BizPaL helps you find the permits and licences you may require when starting and/or 
operating your business. Filter permits based on your location, industry, and business 
activities and save the ones that apply to your situation.”

Readability Test

As part of this report, the author ran a select number of pages through online tools to 
gauge the website’s readability. The author tested the sample pages for Flesch Reading 
Ease and Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level.

The Flesch Reading Ease test rates text on a 1 to 100 scale. Higher scored text is easier 
to read. Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level calculates a grade level (based on the U.S.). The best 
practice for copy is between a 60 – 80 or grade level 6 to 9 (Age 11 to 13).

For this report, the author used WBFX’s Readability Test Tool and Readability Formulas’ 
Automatic Readability Checker. 

https://www.webfx.com/tools/read-able/
https://readabilityformulas.com/free-readability-formula-tests.php
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Readability Results

Page Webfx.com Readability Formulas

Town Hall

Reading Ease: 45.8 Reading Ease: 55.9

Grade Level: 9 (8.1) Grade Level: 11 (10.5)

Age: 14 to 15 year old Age: 15 to 17 year old

Lifestyle

Reading Ease: 39.5 Reading Ease: 39.2

Grade Level: 9 (8.7) Grade Level: 13 (12.9)

Age: 14 to 15 year old Age: 18 to 19 year old

Business

Reading Ease: 34.3 Reading Ease: 37.5

Grade Level: 10 (9.5) Grade Level: 13 

Age: 15 to 16 year old Age: 18 to 19 year old

About Us

Reading Ease: 43.2 Reading Ease: 30.4

Grade Level: 10 (9.4) Grade Level: 16

Age: 15 to 16 year old Age: College graduate

Art & Theatre

Reading Ease: 42.3 Reading Ease: 43.8

Grade Level: 9 (8.6) Grade Level: 11 (11.1)

Age: 14 to 15 year old Age: 15 to 17 year old

Heritage

Reading Ease: 46.8 Reading Ease: 48.3

Grade Level: 9 (8.1) Grade Level: 13 (12.8)

Age: 14 to 15 year old Age: 18 to 19 year old

 The author feels that Readability Formulas grade and age assessment is the more accurate 
of the two. The result shows that the current site copy is difficult to read. It would be 
challenging for a 9th grader.
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Strategy
This section provides metrics for evaluating success for each of the goals outlined in the 
introduction. Measurements serve as a site’s barometer and allow a team to course-cor-
rect as needed. New Glasgow should use the following key performance indicators to 
evaluate its website’s performance.

Key performance indicators (KPIs) “are how a company determines, through measure-
ment, whether it’s meeting its business goals” (Casey, 2015, p.148). 

Provide residents with the information and services they need

Recommended KPI: post-visit satisfaction survey. A quick post-visit satisfaction survey 
is a good metric for tracking the town’s reputation. If feedback is positive, the content is 
working as planned. However, if the feedback is negative, New Glasgow has the chance to 
reevaluate the content and improve the site’s performance.

Promote tourism 

For checking how well the site promotes tourism, the author recommends a few KPIs:

 ® The number of page visits for the Visit category

 ® The amount of time spent on Visit category pages

 ® And the number of clicks on links to local attractions

The number of page visits provides a good starting point.

Promote commercial and business development 

Recommended KPI: the number of requests for information emails received (or forms 
downloaded). The volume of email requests is a good indicator of interest, especially if the 
site has a “request information email” call-to-action (e.g., an online email form).  If the site 
uses a PDF form, the number of downloads can also serve as a useful KPI.
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Increase community engagement

For tracking community engagement, the author recommends the following KPIs:

 ® Number of newsletter sign-ups

 ® Event registrants

 The number of newsletter sign-ups is an ideal KPI because it builds a contact list. With a 
contact list, New Glasgow can track list engagement. The town can track open-rates and 
the number of recipients who click on links.

Event registrants are a less reliable alternative. It could indicate that the site is effective-
ly increasing community engagement. But the number of registrants will likely be more 
affected by the perceived quality of the event. Enjoyable events gain more registrants than 
niche events.

Strategic Alignment

The current site contains the information its audiences want. However, the content is 
skewed for educated readers and is hamstrung by inconsistent navigation. Much of the 
copy should be rewritten for a general audience — a 9th-grade reading level. For the rede-
sign, the site needs to include more video content.

Core Strategy Statements

These core strategy statements will help keep content on message and aligned with the 
town’s goals.

Provide residents with the information and services they need

Statement: To provide residents with the information and services they need, we will 
provide clear and concise information that is actionable and requires minimal 
user effort.
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Increase community engagement

Statement: To increase community engagement, we will provide visitors with details 
about upcoming events in a manner that catches their attention without dis-
tracting them from completing the task that brought them to our website.

Promote commercial and business development

Statement: To promote commercial and business development, we will highlight New 
Glasgow’s reputation as an entrepreneurial hub and clearly define the ser-
vices and benefits of conducting business in the town.

Promote tourism 

Statement: To promote tourism, we will provide information about our community’s 
rich heritage and local attractions and explain how easy and affordable it is to 
visit. 

Messaging Framework

Messaging frameworks are similar to core strategy statements. They help keep an organi-
zation’s content aligned with user needs. Casey explains, “A messaging framework clari-
fies what you want your audiences to know and believe about you, and tries to prove that 
this message is true” (2015, p. 143).  

Messaging frameworks adopt the user’s perspective in a series of quotes.  They cover 
three stages:

 ® First impression: how to do we want users to feel when they arrive on the site?

 ® Value statement: what do we want users to know about the value the site pro-
vides?

 ® Proof: how will we convince users the value is true? 
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Provide residents with the information and services they need

First Impression Value Statement Proof

“This site is clean and well 
organized.”

“Finding information that 
I needed was easier than I 
expected”

“The ‘I want to…’  section 
saved me a lot of searching 
because I wasn’t sure where to 
go when I arrived on the site”

“The ‘residents sections’ has 
pretty much everything I need 
in one spot.”

Promote commercial and business development 

First Impression Value Statement Proof

“Hmm, this town may have 
what I’m looking for?”

“This site has several helpful 
resources and tools. It also 
offers guidance and contact 
information that may help me 
make my decision.”

“I like that this town is recog-
nized nationally as a commu-
nity in Bloom and the sup-
port it provides the business 
community.”

Increase community engagement

First Impression Value Statement Proof

“Huh, there’s a lot more 
things going on in this town 
than I thought.”

“I know with this site I’ll stay 
up to date with what is hap-
pening in my town.”

“The website has a commu-
nity calendar with all the 
upcoming events listed right 
on the homepage, where I 
can’t miss it.”

 “I know that the New 
Glasgow Now newsletter 
will keep me informed about 
everything going on in the 
community.”
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Promote tourism

First Impression Value Statement Proof

“This small riverside town 
looks like a quaint place to 
visit.”

“There’s more to do in New 
Glasgow and Pictou County 
than I thought.”

“ The Visit section of the web-
site has everything I need to 
plan my trip from directions 
and accommodations to local 
attractions and events.”
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B
u

si
n
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s 

Im
p

ac
t

User Needs

Drive
 z Common resident needs 
(e.g., pay taxes or property 
assessment info)

 z Business resources (e.g., 
permit forms and business 
park info)

 z Accommodations, activi-
ties, and attractions

Focus
 z Content promoting New 
Glasgow as an entrepre-
neurial hub

 z Community economic de-
velopment

 z Program and event guides

Meh
 z Council minutes

 z Government department 
info

 z Proclamations and reports

Guide
 z Storm emergency informa-
tion

 z Parking information

 z Inquiries (e.g. about taxes 
or forms)

Priority Matrix
The priority matrix divides the content based on two axes: business impact and user 
needs.

 ® The focus region is for content that aligns with strategic goals and is important to 
users.

 ® The drive region is for content that an organization wants to drive users toward but 
is not necessarily the content users were seeking.

 ® The meh region is for tangential information (not directly relating to strategic 
goals). For a municipal website, these are necessary pieces of communication but 
likely of low interest.

 ® The guide region is for content that is important to users but doesn’t impact strate-
gic goals.
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Site Structure
The site hierarchy should be flat, meaning more navigation categories and fewer subcat-
egories. Flat site structures are easier to navigate. Users can find pages without difficulty. 
According to Kathryn Whitenton, the Director of Digital Strategy for the Nielson Norman 
Group, “content is more discoverable when it’s not buried under multiple intervening 
layers. All other things being equal, deep hierarchies are more difficult to use.”

Flat hierarchies work best when categories do not overlap. The proposed structure does 
include a little overlap for a single category. The overlap is minimal and should only occur 
in the I want to… category, which is a quick links section. Quick links sections are common 
for municipal websites because they provide residents with quick access to the frequently 
visited pages.

Categories

The strategic plan calls for the site structure to include the following categories:

The Government category (or bucket) will house government department pages, mayor, 
council, by laws, and policies. It will cover content located currently under Town Hall and 
Departments. It will also be the home for new library document search feature. 

The Residents category will contain important information for residents: taxes, forms, 
schools, property assessment information, and contact information, etc.

The Business category will contain all business resources and related content (e.g., 
business services and support). Much of the current site’s business section content can be 
repurposed and included here.

The Visit category will contain all the information that will be interesting to tourists: 
local attractions, history, accommodations, restaurants, and directions.

The Flourish category will contain marketing content promoting the benefits of living 
and working in New Glasgow.

The I want to… category will provide quick access to the most visited/popular pages. It is 
a common category for municipal websites that the current site doesn’t have. Both of the 
competitor sites from the competitive analysis section include a version of this category. 
Users expect and appreciate a quick links section.
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Site Map

Site Maps demonstrate the organization of a site’s content. The site map included is the 
recommended page hierarchy for Newglasgow.ca.

Home

Residents

Property  
Assessment

Tax Bill

Storm 
Emergency

Waste  
Management

Business

Business  
Services

Major  
Employers

Transportation 
Services

Real 
Estate

Resources

Visit 

Tourist 
Services

Attractions

Event 
Calendar

Heritage

Directions

Flourish

Business

Entrepreneurial 

Families

Recreation

Entrepreneurial Entrepreneurial 

Entrepreneurial Entrepreneurial Schools

Key: Category Core page Subpage

Government Government 

Departments

Reports

Offices

Library  
Documents

I want to…

Pay a Bill

Submit a  
Request

Apply for  
a Permit

Add an event 
 to community 

 calendar

Make a  
Complaint 
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Addressing Strategic Goals

Provide residents with the information and services they need

The Residents and the I want to… categories will provide residents with easy access to the 
information they are seeking.

Promote tourism and commercial development

The Business categories will provide businesses and entrepreneurs with the resources 
available to them in New Glasgow and the county of Pictou. The Flourish category will 
identify the benefits of conducting business in New Glasgow. For example, New Glasgow 
was ranked first in Nova Scotia by the Canadian Federation of Independent Business En-
trepreneurial cities list of communities that have the entrepreneurial edge. The Visit cate-
gory is the designated place for all content aimed at enticing tourists to visit New Glasgow.

Increase community engagement

Community events content will feature prominently on the homepage and be included in 
the visit category. The town newsletter New Glasgow Now should be removed from Town 
Hall, where its located on the current site, and moved to the new Residents category. The 
I want to… category will include a way for residents to add events to the community calen-
dar.
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Content Model
The content model shows how content can serve New Glasgow’s strategic goals.

Goal Category Page Content

Provide residents 
with the informa-
tion and services 
they need

Residents

Services (e.g., 
Paying Bills 
or downtown 
parking)

 ` Description

 ` Instructions and online forms

 ` Contact information

 ` Links to related content

 `  External Links

Promote tourism 
and commercial 
development

Business
Business Ser-
vices

 ` Descriptions 

 ` Contact information

 ` Links to external sites

 ` Tools available 

 ` Resources

Promote tourism 
and commercial 
development

Visit Attractions

 ` Image carousel 

 ` Links to attraction website 

 ` Contact information 

 ` Links to related content and 
event calendar

Increase communi-
ty engagement

N/A Homepage

 ` Event calendar link

 ` New Glasgow Now sign up link 

 ` Social media links

Increase communi-
ty engagement

Visit Event Calendar

 ` Calendar web app

 ` Form for submitting an event

 ` Links to related content
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Presentation
The following low fidelity wireframe will provide a guide for organizing content on core 
pages. 

Homepage

LOGO NAVIGATION

IMAGE AND CATEGORY CAROUSEL 

FOOTER & SITE MAP

EVENT CALENDAR FLOURISH

NEW GLASGOW NOW SIGN-UP SOCIAL MEDIA

1

2

3

4

5

LOGO

IMAGE AND CATEGORY CAROUSEL 

EVENT CALENDAR 

FLOURISH

NEW GLASGOW NOW SIGN-UP

SOCIAL MEDIASOCIAL MEDIA

FOOTER & SITE MAP

1

2

3

4

5

NAVIGATION

1 The prominent carousel will feature the most popular pages. It should help residents find 
the pages they are looking for with minimal effort.

2

3

4

New Glasgow wants a community calendar form on its new website. Including a link to the 
calendar on the homepage will introduce it to the community and drive traffic towards it.

The Flourish section showcases the town’s branding: New Glasgow is a great place to 
flourish in life, work and play.

The New Glasgow Now sign up section will increase circulation and promote community 
engagement.

5 The designated social media section will aid community engagement and the flourish brand 
message. 
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Opportunity

The homepage provides New Glasgow with an opportunity to address the three primary 
goals for the website. The image carousel provides quick access to the site’s most popular 
(frequently visited) pages. The event calendar and New Glasgow Now (Newsletter) sign 
up will help encourage community engagement. The Flourish section adheres to the goal 
of focusing the site on the town’s flourish branding. News Glasgow is a place where all can 
Flourish: businesses, families, and visitors. 

 When a cursor (or mouse) hovers over the Flourish and New Glasgow Now Signup, a 
short description will appear. It will provide a quick explanation (like a hint) of what to 
expect when one clicks the link.

 The New Glasgow Now sign-up presents an opportunity to build community engage-
ment. Placing the link on the homepage gives it prominence, which will increase news-
letter circulation. The link is buried under Town Hall and Media room in the current 
site. The sign-up link can also build an email list for notifications. The sign-up should be 
a double opt-in, which requires users to fill out a form and click a confirmation link in a 
follow-up email. Double opt-ins benefit both parties. They give users a chance to opt-out, 
and they provide an organization with valid email addresses.
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Core page: Resident Service

LOGO NAVIGATION

FOOTER & SITE MAP

PAGE TITLE

RELATED CONTENT
DESCRIPTION CONTACT INFO

INSTRUCTIONS

FORM

LinkLink

LinkLink

LinkLink

LinkLink

LinkLink

LOGO

FOOTER & SITE MAP

NAVIGATION

PAGE TITLE

DESCRIPTION

CONTACT INFO

INSTRUCTIONS

FORM

LinkLink

LinkLink

LinkLink

LinkLink

RELATED CONTENT

The resident service pages (e.g., property assessment) inform residents. These services 
pages need to provide residents with the necessary information to take an actionable 
step.  The pages should include clear instructions, proper contact information, and 
link to relevant content and resources.
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Core page: Business Services

LOGO NAVIGATION

FOOTER & SITE MAP

PAGE TITLE

BUSINESS SERVICE

DESCRIPTION

CONTACT INFORMATIONEXTERNAL LINK

BUSINESS SERVICE

DESCRIPTION

CONTACT INFORMATIONEXTERNAL LINK

TOOLS

RESOURCES

LOGO

FOOTER & SITE MAP

NAVIGATION

PAGE TITLE

BUSINESS SERVICE

DESCRIPTION

CONTACT INFORMATION

EXTERNAL LINK

BUSINESS SERVICE

DESCRIPTION

CONTACT INFORMATION

EXTERNAL LINK

TOOLS

RESOURCES

The Business Services page provides all the services available to businesses and entre-
preneurs. It includes services provided by the town, county and country with contact 
information and (or) an external link (to a dedicated site) for each service. The page also 
links to business tools and resources.
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Core page: Attraction

LOGO NAVIGATION

FOOTER & SITE MAP

IMAGE CAROUSEL 

PAGE TITLE

ATTRACTION TITLE

EXTERNAL LINK

DESCRIPTION

CONTACT 
 INFORMATION

MEDIA

EVENT CALENDAR

RELATED CONTENT

LOGO

FOOTER & SITE MAP

PAGE TITLE

NAVIGATION

IMAGE CAROUSEL 

ATTRACTION TITLE

MEDIA

DESCRIPTION

CONTACT INFORMATION

EXTERNAL LINK

EVENT CALENDAR

RELATED CONTENT

Attraction pages are key to promoting tourism. The attraction pages will feature a large 
image carousel on the top that cycles through all the attractions. Each page includes a 
description, media (image or video clip), contact information, and link to the attraction’s 
website. The pages will also feature related content links (e.g., accommodations) and 
access to the event calendar page.
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Core page: Event Calendar

LOGO NAVIGATION

FOOTER & SITE MAP

EVENT CALENDAR

PAGE TITLE

CONTACT  
INFORMATION

FORM

INSTRUCTIONS RELATED CONTENT

LOGO

FOOTER & SITE MAP

NAVIGATION

PAGE TITLE

INSTRUCTIONS

FORM

EVENT CALENDAR

CONTACT INFO

RELATED CONTENT

New Glasgow wants a community calendar, including a submission form. The calendar 
page can encourage community engagement. Users can see all the schedule events and 
access more information (or register) by clicking on events in the calendar.  The page 
will include instructions and whom to contact with questions. The related content sec-
tion will include reoccurring events and links to relevant attractions.
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Page Design Recommendations

Limit the scroll

In the past decade, scrolling became the new norm. This layout strategy aims to minimize 
the need to scroll. The goal for Newglasgow.ca is efficiency, not to keep visitors on the site 
for an extended time. Visitors should find what their searching for with minimal effort 
and be able to take action. The page maximum page length should be two screenfuls. 
Research by the Nielsen Norman Group shows that 57 percent of page-viewing is spent 
above the scroll, and 74 percent is spent on the first two screenfuls. This best practice 
applies only to larger screens (e.g., desktops), not smartphones.

Mobile-friendly

To satisfy user preferences, focus on mobile-friendly designs (easy to read and use on 
mobile devices). Every layout (wireframe) provided in this report includes a mobile ver-
sion. According to the Pew Research Center, “Some 46% of smartphone owners say when 
using the internet, they mostly do so on their phone.”
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Style Guide
This section is a general guide for writing for the web. The top priority is plain English. 
Visitors to Newglasgow.ca may be distracted or stressed. In these situations, visitors will 
have difficulty with complex copy. Also, remember people scan when they read webpag-
es. Plain English copy is easy to read, understand and act upon after a single reading.

Writing in Plain English

Focus on short sentence using simple structure. One idea per sentence.

Use the active voice to avoid ambiguity.

 The active voice makes it clear who is supposed to do something.

Passive Voice Active Voice:

New regulations were proposed. The committee proposed new regula-
tions.

Use simple verbs.

Don’t Use Use

Describe Tell

Satisfy Meet

Speak directly to readers.

Say you must fill out this form. Focus on first and second person pronouns (I, me, we, us 
and you).

Avoid jargon and wordiness.
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Mind Your Cs 

Concise

Brief copy is more likely to be read. Cut meaningless expressions and phrases. Here are 
examples of common phrases to avoid:

Don’t Use Use

Due to the fact Because

A number of Some or many

Weather conditions Climate

Probability Chance

In order to To

For the purpose of For

Clear

Good web copy is easy to understand and follows a logical structure. It avoids jargon and 
emphasizes key points. Copy needs to be actionable. Readers should understand it and be 
in a position to act.

Concrete

Be explicit. If visitors need to do something, spell it out.

Courteous

Your tone should be confident and courteous. Be positive and avoid negative words (e.g., 
“can’t,” “don’t,” “no,” and “permit”). 
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Recommendations:

 ® Embrace paragraphs. Don’t chunk your copy.

 ® Avoid relying on PDFs

People are reluctant to read PDFs. PDFs are notoriously glitchy when viewed 
in web browsers. They jar users, often making it hard for them to return to the 
previous screen easily. Most PDFs are optimized for print, which can make them 
cumbersome to read online (e.g., small print).

 ® Write as if you’re introducing a topic to an audience. Never assume readers have 
prior knowledge of a subject.
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